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Abstract.
According to Quantum FFF Theory (Function Follows Form at the quantum level) the magnetic quantum field has always TWO different shaped monopole vector components: a North- and a South vector field component. This is comparable with the electric Quantum field, equipped with Plus and Minus vector components but it is in contrast with all other quantum fields like the neutrino- gravity-or x-gamma ray field.

After interference of the magnetic wave with a real spinning propeller shaped Fermion particle, TWO real monopole magnetic photon particle based waves from opposite direction will collapse and come to life as two real rigid shaped photons, as the result of two individual mutated oscillating Higgs field particles from the vacuum.

These photons should do the magnetic job by interlocking temporarily with the Fermion, and give the Fermion a push to the left respectively a push to the right fully in line and according to the Lorentz force law.

However, based on observation of iron filing-powder patterns close to direct currents in a wire, it is assumed that these monopole (N+S) particle/ wave dualities travel only locally parallel to each other without a magnetic field effect inside the Higgs field.

As a consequence, this is in contradiction with Maxwell’s magnetic field law around an electric direct current wire and I call it the “tubular local magnetic dropping zone” (dead zone) around the electric wire, which can be used for reaction less drive propulsion and Levitation in combination with different forms of strong tubular or spiral magnets.

Magnet optimization is suggested to form spiral configurations of high performance magnet plating with spiraling electric coils in between.

The Lorentz force created on the wire by the static magnetic field of the tubular or spiral magnet (s) is supposed to be the only force in the system, by the absence of a reaction force on the magnet due to the local magnetic dropping zone.

Three circular anti-Maxwell propulsion systems in triangle configuration, should be enough to create stable piloting and flight Experiments with coiled magnetized iron tubes has already shown this new physics reaction less propulsion effect.
Introduction.

Recently professor, Neil Turok said about the problematic understanding of our world of physics: “And so we have to go back and question those founding principles and find whatever it is, whatever new principle will replace them”. see: [http://www.cbc.ca/radio/ideas/the-ultimate-simplicity-of-everything-1.3490322](http://www.cbc.ca/radio/ideas/the-ultimate-simplicity-of-everything-1.3490322)

By chance Quantum FFF Theory is based on some forgotten ideas of well known scientists. It was Abdus Salam who proposed that quarks and leptons should have a sub-quantum level structure, and that they are compound rigid particles with a specific non-zero sized form. Jean Paul Vigier postulated that quarks and leptons are "pushed around" by an energetic sea of vacuum particles. David Bohm suggested in contrast with The "Copenhagen interpretation", that reality is not created by the eye of the human observer, and second: elementary particles should be "guided by a pilot wave". John Bell argued that the motion of mass related to the surrounding vacuum reference frame, should originate real "Lorentz-transformations", and also real relativistic measurable contraction. Richard Feynman postulated the idea of an all pervading energetic quantum vacuum. He rejected it, because it should originate resistance for every mass in motion, relative to the reference frame of the quantum vacuum. However, I postulate counter intuitive possibility, that this resistance for mass in motion, (figure: 5) can be compensated, if we combine the ideas of Vigier, Bell, Bohm and Salam, and a new dual universal. Bohmian "pilot wave", which is interpreted as the EPR correlation (or Big Bang entanglement) between individual elementary anti-mirror particles, living in dual universes. (figure:.6 )

So my proposal is based on a Rigid String Theory with real rigid strings able to mutate and merge by form based interlocking. (Figure: 3)

See: [http://bigbang-entanglement.blogspot.nl/2016/03/the-quantum-fff-theory-function-follows.html](http://bigbang-entanglement.blogspot.nl/2016/03/the-quantum-fff-theory-function-follows.html)
Anti Maxwell Zone close to a current in a wire, is responsible for a new dual Monopole Photon based reaction less spaceflight principle.

According to Quantum FFF theory, all magnetic fields can be presented as OCM (Magnetic Monopole Photon) forces. These monopoles arises ordinary currents. As a result, the magnetic field intensity around the Earth and a wire is NOT dropping off with the square of the distance. The field gets stronger as the wire is rotated. This is the reason why the magnetic field is weaker in the earth’s atmosphere. The current carrying wire is not due to the parallel trajectories of North or South Polars, but due to the presence of an iron powder in the coil. (see upper photo) This is a firm support for the monopole photon vector array element of Quantum FFF Theory.

Figure 1. The principle. Of resistance less acceleration.

Reaction less space propulsion principle based on a so called “Anti Maxwell zone” around a direct current in a wire. According to Quantum FFF Theory based dual magnetic photon monopole model.

Lorentz force on the wire without a magnet reaction force.

Figure 2, Kitchen table experiment with central magnetized steel tube.

Kitchen table experiment with central magnetized steel tube, thin isolation sheet covering the tube and copper coil windings covering the isolation. The copper coil is connected to a direct current source. The system is hanging in horizontal position on a 2 meter long wire for acceleration and swinging into the axial tube direction which show evidence of a direct relation with the current direction.
6x curved trapezoids of neodymium magnets inside a copper cage

Figure 3. detail of the tube with composite circular magnet able to central magnetization of the tube.

The New Dual Magnetic String Physics of the Anti-Maxwell Magnetic dip around a wire, for reaction less space propulsion.

Figure 4. Alternative experiment. Alternative experiment for reaction less space propulsion, based on the same anti Maxwell principle of figure 1,2 and 3.
Pear Shaped Nucleons, as the result of non-accelerated motion through the massless but resistive oscillating Axion-Higgs field vacuum.

Polarized Fermion Mass in motion through the resistive, but also pushing oscillating Higgs vacuum (according to Quantum FFF theory)

Nucleon polarisation based on Fermion (Quark) propeller polarisation

Direction of absolute Fermion (Quark) motion in the Higgs field reference frame, variable by gravity also called spacetime

Cross section through the 3D vector field pressure distribution on a Fermion point mass (1). Propeller shaped spinning Fermions are supposed to be Polarised into the direction of flight through the vacuum lattice (2). As a result, the resistive vacuum Higgs force (3) is compensated by the Higgs Pushing force (4) from the “backside” of the Fermion. However every Fermion need to have polarization memory consciousness. (by a multi-universal entangled system see Quantum-FFF theory


Figure 5. Pear shaped nucleons.

The Wavefunction collapse in the (CP symmetric) raspberry multiverse by the entangled observation between (anti) copy particles

According to Quantum FFF Theory, the collapse of the wavefunction is assumed to be triggered by particle collisions with instant entanglement between (anti-) COPY universes. So there is Charge and Parity symmetry between the entangled particles living in opposing universes. Each particle is its own observer!! Each human has to deal with one or more opposing anti-COPY humans.

Mirror symmetry between CP symmetric universes

Means, that I have to deal with my mirror symmetric copy of myself living over there.

Figure 6. We “individuals”- and even all particles are not alone (not individuals), we have competitors for free will or wavefunction collapse located far away inside multiple multiverse bubbles.
Composite Higgs Models based on internal 3x rotation of the Higgs torus as rigid strings. Topological proposal for most particles.

Geometrical proposal for the sub-quantum structure of 6 Leptons and Quarks interpreted as compound Photon/Electron Positron propeller combinations. Muon- and Tau particles seem to show up as family members of the Down respectively Charm Quarks.

According to Quantum FFF Theory.
(Function Follows Form in particle physics)

All Photons (1x, graviton, 2x electr.- 2x magnetic- and 1x general (x-gamma-ray) photon) and two Fermions (Electron + Positron) are formed direct out of the “Mother” ring shaped Higgs particle, by internal hinge rotation (below). Dark Matter particles are supposed to be formed by interlocking 3 or 4 photons (below). Neutrinos are deformed photons or fermions. (not shown) See Quantum FFF Theory.
(Function Follows Form) http://vixra.org/abs/1103.0002

Figure 7. Higgs and other particle models according to Quantum FFF Theory.
Sterile Neutrinos and Majoranas seem to have different origins according to the 3x hinged rigid string system of Quantum Function Follows Form model.

Geometrical proposal for most particles building the universe

All Photons (1x graviton, 2x elect - 2x magnetic) and 1x general (e.g., gamma-ray) photon) and two Fermions (Electron + Positron) are formed directly out of the “Mother” ring-shaped Higgs particle, by internal hinge rotation (below). Dark Matter particles are supposed to be formed by interlocking 3 or 4 photons (below). Neutrinos are deformed photons or fermions (not shown).

Figure 8. Majoranas and sterile Neutrinos.
Rigid String Quantum (3 or 4x) Ring Knots, adding up to higher mass unstable micro quantum black hole nuclei.

Rigid String Quantum Knot suggestions for different configuration: 125-375-500-750-1600 GeV and More called dark matter black holes. (According to Quantum FFF Theory architecture)

125 GeV + 375 GeV = 500 GeV And More

500 GeV

375 GeV + 375 GeV = 750 GeV

2x750 GeV + 125 = 1625 GeV

Some suggested ring configurations

Some other combinations

2x mirror Symmetric Z particle left (1x Electron + 1x Positron),
rightside: 2x mirror A-symmetric W+/- particles. (W- : 2x electron + 1x Positron, W+: 2x Positron and 1x Electron)

Figure 9. Rigid String (3 or 4x) Knots, adding up to higher mass unstable micro quantum black hole nuclei.
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